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HEN Joe Fanning fired home Universal
Gleam at Redcar on August 24, the tributes
which followed his 2,500th winner were
well deserved. Joe, at 48, has a reputation
for the consistency, reliability,

determination and honesty he has displayed ever since his
first winner in 1990.

All these fine qualities are a given with Joe; all are so
obvious. But, as outstanding as they are, they should not
dominate any conversation when discussing his skills as a
jockey. For, statistically speaking, Joe Fanning is
undoubtedly one of the best jockeys of the last 20 years.

In this article, we will try to establish one way to
overcome one of the most familiar failures of analysis in
horse racing: jockeys tend to get too much blame when they
lose, and too much praise when they win. Humans tend to
overrate our influence when there is often something more
important at work. In our sport, that something more

important is the horse.
Of all the attributes which elite jockeys possess, none

trumps being able to go round on the back of good horses.
Brilliant though he is, Frankie Dettori needs Enable and
Stradivarius far more than they need him. Had an average
jockey been on their back in those Group 1 races at the Ebor
meeting, the two Group 1 titans would most likely still have
won. But, had Dettori been on an average horse in those
same races at York, he would not have won given a million
attempts.

So, we need a way to evaluate riders independent of the
quality of their mounts. Various systems have tried to
accomplish this task, but none is proven like the Riding
Effect figures of John Whitley published for decades in
Computer Racing Form.  The mathematics of Whitley’s
system is understandably proprietary, as his numbers are
extremely valuable, as I have shown in various articles these
last 20 years. 

A similar hierarchy to Whitley’s is obtainable using a
technique called regression analysis, but we won’t go into the
weeds of this approach here. Except, note that the range of
talent Whitley calculates is roughly 6lb whereas, at least
according to handicappers, most horses exist on a continuum
of talent roughly 15 times wider  --   that is between 40 and
130 on the BHA scale. 

Exposed
In any given race, however, most of the riders are within

2lb of each other on Whitley’s scale, whereas, on average, it
turns out that the horses probably span 20lb in terms of
talent, when later fully exposed. So, it is a reasonable
estimate that the result of horse races are roughly 90% the
product of a horse’s ability and 10% that of the jockey. 

Another way to evaluate the effect of the rider is
obtainable from exchange-traded betting odds. In the long
run, almost exactly 25% of horses with a starting price of 3-
1 (decimal odds 4.0) on the exchanges are successful, while
10% of horses with odds of 9-1 win and 5% of those at 19-1.
In other words, in statistical language we can say that
exchange prices are an unbiased estimator of win
probability.

If we aggregate these win probabilities in a large enough
sample, we can compare the number of winners that the
market expected a jockey to ride with that which was
realised. The difference between these two figures is not
skill, because the odds include an estimate of the influence
of the jockey, but it does tell us something nearly as
important: the degree to which a particular rider’s influence
has been underrated (more actual winners than expected by
the market) or overrated (fewer actual winners than
expected).

I call the total difference between a jockey’s actual and
expected winners WAX – an acronym for Wins Above
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eXpectation. Here are the numbers for Joe Fanning
from 1997 to the time of writing, via the database
Proform Professional (www.proformracing.com).
In Table 1 (right),  SR is strike rate; xWins is wins
expected by the exchange market Betfair; the
column WAX is Wins minus xWins; and the far
right column WAX1000 is WAX per 1000 rides,
which makes seasons with different numbers of
rides comparable with one another. 

So you can see that over more than 17,700 rides
since 1997, Joe has ridden roughly 114 winners
more than expected. His career WAX1000 figure
is +6.4. This means that for every 1000 rides over
his career, he has ridden more than six winners
more than expected by the market – an outstanding
number.

In the table I have highlighted every year which
represents performance by Joe in excess of this
career average by WAX1000. Two of his best
seasons have come in the last three years; despite
turning 49 later this month, it is unlikely that Joe
has declined in effectiveness.

Of course, it is likely that Joe’s edge comes
from the fact that he races prominently more often
than the average rider. And that he rides for
Johnston Racing, of course. In fact, two other
riders who score very well by WAX are associated
with the yard, Silvestre de Sousa and Franny
Norton.

However, while Joe has been underrated by the
market, the combination of Fanning and Johnston
has not. Take a look at the table of Joe’s data since
1997 broken down by trainer (Table 2).

HIS is interesting data: Joe is much more successful
when riding for Mark than for other trainers – his
strike rate  is 16.5% to 10.8% – but the market

seriously underrates Joe when riding for other yards on lesser
quality horses on average. 

I have a theory on this: the tactical approach that Mark
encourages his riders to adopt – don’t  needlessly hold up a
horse, go evenly, save ground, avoid trouble – in effect
conditions the riders he uses regularly to adopt a rational
approach to their job, no matter who is the trainer. And the
betting market has simply learned to have greater respect for
Mark than for other trainers.

Either way, there is no chance that Joe could earn these

FANNING

numbers without possessing tremendous ability. From
Aristotle to the present day, the thinking has been that the
most talented individuals often happen to be those mercurial
few who are self-possessed. This is nonsense, an example of
so-called ‘availability bias’ (the examples we most easily
recall often skew our judgment). And it leads to reliable
individuals with an unselfish outlook having underrated
talent – perhaps as WAX figures ably demonstrate here.

Joe Fanning seems the kind of man of whom it is often
said ‘you would like him alongside in the trenches’. But, the
figures imply he has a rare ability to display judgment in a
high-pressure situation, to process visual information at high
speed. 

So, if my life were at stake in war, I would be happy if Joe
were at the controls!  

By 
James

Willoughby

T

Table 2

Table 1

Year Wins Rides SR xWins WAX WAX1000
1997 18 270 6.7 22.5 -4.5 -16.5
1998 18 298 6.0 24.5 -6.5 -21.7
1999 67 603 11.1 56.2 +10.9 +18
2000 63 649 9.7 69.4 -6.4 -9.9
2001 71 724 9.8 64.0 +7 +9.6
2002 77 682 11.3 70.5 +6.6 +9.6
2003 84 753 11.2 72.1 +11.9 +15.9
2004 97 786 12.3 78.0 +19 +24.2
2005 76 782 9.7 73.2 +2.8 +3.6
2006 107 937 11.4 106.2 +0.9 +0.9
2007 72 462 15.6 63.3 +8.7 +18.8
2008 83 699 11.9 78.4 +4.7 +6.7
2009 114 717 15.9 98.9 +15.1 +21.1
2010 120 896 13.4 123.3 -3.3 -3.7
2011 103 638 16.1 89.5 +13.5 +21.1
2012 188 1137 16.5 166.7 +21.4 +18.8
2013 157 1180 13.3 171.3 -14.3 -12.2
2014 169 1180 14.3 164.8 +4.3 +3.6
2015 132 940 14.0 126.2 +5.8 +6.1
2016 130 1027 12.7 140.4 -10.4 -10.1
2017 140 849 16.5 129.3 +10.7 +12.7
2018 137 935 14.7 131.8 +5.2 +5.5
2019 104 580 17.9 92.5 +11.5 +19.8

1997-2019 2327 17724 13.1 2212.7 +114.3 +6.4

For trainer Wins Rides SR xWins WAX WAX1000
Mark Johnston 1256 7616 16.5 1244.5 +11.5 +1.5

All others 1071 10108 10.6 968.2 +102.8 +10.2


